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SEC HOME ECONOMICS 
MAY 2006 SESSION 

EXAMINERS’ REPORT 
 
 
Part 1:  Statistical Information 
 
A total of 743 candidates registered for the May session. An increase was registered 
in those opting for Paper IIA.   
 
Table 1 shows the distribution of grades obtained by the candidates. 
 
Table 1 
 
Grade   1     2    3    4    5    6    7    U   Abs   Total 

Paper A 23 101 128 92 36 - - 25 2 407 

Paper B - - - 70 130 62 24 44 6 336 

Total 23 101 128 162 166 62 24 69 8 743 

% of Total 3.10 13.59 17.23 21.80 22.34 8.35 3.23 9.29 1.08 100 

 
 
The examination consisted of Part I – 60% (two written papers) and Part II – 40% 
(Coursework).  The coursework component was made up of a portfolio, an 
investigation and two practical assignments. 
 
Part 2:  Comments on the written examination 
 
2.1 General Comments 
In the written papers the minimum mark required was 45% of 60 (i.e. 27) as Paper 1 
and Paper 2 each carry 30% of the total marks of the examination.  The coursework 
minimum mark required was 45% of 40 (i.e. 18).  If candidates fail to acquire the 
minimum mark for both components they are unable to qualify for Grade 5.  These 
candidates may qualify for Grade 6 and Grade 7.  Unfortunately, this year, as has 
happened in previous years, a number of candidates would have obtained Grade 5 but 
failed to get the minimum mark in either the coursework or the written papers or both.  
 
2.2 General Comments about candidates’ answers in Paper 1, 2A and 2B. 
The overall performance of candidates was far much better than in previous years and 
this can be seen from the figures in Table 1.  Fewer candidates resorted to Maltese to 
answer questions than in the past.  The standard of English varied widely.   
Candidates should not write answers in Maltese.  Furthermore, some candidates failed 
to read the question properly, leading to incorrect or completely out of point answers.   
Another problem was repeating the same answer to different parts of a question.  
Questions are structured in such a way as to elicit a variety of answers.  
Unfortunately, marks are lost for repetition.   
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2.3 Candidates’ answers in Paper 1  
Candidates were required to answer all nine questions. 
 
Question 1 
This question was related to the choice of food and diet-related disorders.  The 
majority of the candidates answered part (a) correctly.  Most candidates gave valid 
answers for (b i).  However, there were some who named long-term diet-related 
disorders when the answer required the diet-related disorders suffered by children 
(short term).  Many candidates answered part (b ii) very well.  Various alternatives 
were given for part (c) where candidates had to suggest alternatives to burgers, chips 
and chocolate.  Some suggested giving an eductional toy, going for a picnic and 
visiting friends, while others mentioned healthy food alternatives to the ones 
mentioned in the question.  When asked to define the term obesity in (d i), most 
candidates defined obesity very well. However, some candidates just answered 
overweight, which was incorrect.  The emphasis of the answer should have been the 
excessive weight gained by the individual having bad eating habits and lacking 
exercise.  Being overweight should not be mixed up with being obese.  The absolute 
majority of those who gave very good and lengthy reasons also answered parts (d ii 
and iii) correctly. 
 
Question 2 
Most candidates answered this question well. It was related to one particular kitchen 
equipment used for the cooking of food - a wok.  In part (a) the candidates stated a 
variety of advantages of using a wok.  The majority of candidates indicated that frying 
is the type of cooking method used when using a wok (b).  However, candidates had 
to specify the type of frying used, i.e.  stir-frying to gain the allocated marks for this 
question.  Very few candidates gave the wrong ingredients that can be cooked in a 
wok.  Most candidates gave valid reasons why food is cut into small pieces when 
cooking in this type of pan. 
 
Question 3 
This question was related to contamination, spoilage and food poisoning.  The way 
that the candidates answered this question shows that they were very well prepared 
for this topic.  In parts (a and b) nearly all candidates gained full marks. Only a few 
misunderstood the question and gave answers related to safety in the kitchen.  In (c) 
only a few candidates wrote an exact definition of high-risk ingredients.  A number of 
candidates explained how these ingredients should be stored and missed out on what 
these ingredients are, i.e., high in protein and water and when given the right 
conditions bacteria will thrive in them thus causing food poisoning.  In part (d) the 
majority of candidates gave a correct explanantion of cross contamination.  Most 
candidates suggested good ways of preventing cross contamination when preparing 
the chicken salad.  In (f) most candidates gave valid answers, although only a few 
gave a complete answer, i.e., room temperature falls within danger zone, more 
bacterial activity and more risk of food poisoning.  Most candidates answered parts (g 
and h) correctly. 
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Question 4 
This question was about a particular convenience food – a packet of Chinese Savoury 
Rice.  Most candidates answered part (a and b) correctly, but failed to give the reason 
for the loss of vitamins in the above mentioned product.  Only a few gained full marks 
for giving a good explanation of hydrogenated vegetable fat.   Many candidates 
answered part (e) correctly. However, some answers were not specific, e.g. rice 
instead of brown or wholegrain rice.  A considerable number of candidates lost marks 
when they failed to name at least two of the vitamins found in rice. 
 
Question 5 
Fish was the main theme of this question.  Very few candidates could list one reason 
for the importance of Omega 3 Fish Oils.  The classification and examples of fish 
seemed to be rather difficult for the candidates.  Some gave a good classification but 
failed to identify suitable examples.  Some candidates mixed the term ‘vitamins’ with 
‘nutrients’.  The answers to part (c) were self-evident.  The variety of answers to this 
question included protein, fibre, starch... despite the fact that the candidates were 
asked to name two vitamins. 
 
Question 6 
This question was related to a main protein food – meat.  In part (a) only about half of 
the candidates answered correctly when asked to name the group (in the Maltese food 
guide pyramid) of the given ingredients, i.e., Meat and Alternatives.  The majority of 
the candidates gave correct answers to part (b and c i).  Few candidates were awarded 
full marks in part (c ii, iii, iv and v).  The majority of the candidates answered the part 
of the question related to rabbit meat very well.  However, when asked to mention 
alternative ingredients they repeated peas or carrots.   
 
Question 7 
Most candidates did very well in this question related to various aspects of nutrition 
and health, but  many answered parts (d and e) incorrectly. 
 
Question 8 
The majority of candidates managed to obtain many marks for this question related to 
meal planning for babies.  Most candidates answered parts (a i, ii, iv, v and vi) 
correctly. Candidates seem to have found part (a iii) rather difficult.  Part (b) of the 
question was related to the additives found in baby foods.  Most candidates gave good 
reasons why very few additives are allowed in baby food.  The majority of candidates 
who opted for Paper B failed to give the reason why E-number additives are safe.  
Some candidates failed to give the name of three additives and give their functions.  
Parts (b iv and v) were answered correcty by most candidates. 
 
Question 9 
This question was related to Organic Foods.  A very good number of candidates knew 
how to describe two farming methods used by farmers to grow organic produce.  Only 
a few candidates knew one way how farmers can have their produce certified as 
organic.  Almost all candidates answered part (c) correctly. 
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2.4  Candidates’ answers in Paper 2A and Paper 2B 
The questions in Paper 2A and Paper 2B had common themes.  The candidates had to 
answer all eight questions, i.e., five questions in Section A and three questions in 
Section B.   
 
Question 1 
This question was related to the social and cultural well being of the very young.  The 
majority of the candidates were very well prepared for this topic.  Candidates of both 
papers answered relatively well all the parts in this question.  
 
Question 2  
Most candidates answered well this question related to alcoholism and teenagers.  
Candidates of both papers gave good suggestions on how sport can help youths stay 
away from smoking and alcohol. 
   
Question 3 
This question was about the roles and responsibility within the family.  In parts (a and 
b) some candidates thought that during ‘Parentcraft’ sessions parents learn different 
crafts!  A large number of candidates gave valid reasons why fathers do not attend 
these sessions.  In part (c) some candidates of Paper A gave two roles of a father and 
not of a father-to-be.  A large number of candidates of Paper B answered parts (b and 
c) correctly.  Some candidates of both papers failed to answer part (d) regarding 
flexitime and parental leave.   Others gave correct answers but were not accurate.  
Candidates are required to know what these two terms refer to, as the modern family 
may make use of any of these family-friendly measures. 
 
Question 4 
Most candidates answered this question related to the elderly very well. Only a few 
marks were lost especially in parts (c) of both Paper A and Paper B, as candidates 
suggested ways of how the elderly can participate rather than contribute to 
village/community life. 
 
Question 5 
This question was related to one method of purchasing goods - distance selling.  
Candidates of Paper A did fairly well in this question obtaining nearly full marks.  
Only part (d) seemed difficult for some of the candidates of both Paper A and Paper 
B.  It is important that the candidates learn about commercial and legal guarantees.   
 
Question 6 
A number of candidates who sat for Paper A found parts of this question related to the 
care of household textiles and personal items rather difficult.  In part (a) the 
candidates of Paper A were required to describe how a washing powder/liquid cleans 
clothes.  Basic knowledge was required as an answer,  stating that the detergent mixes 
with the water and is thus able to penetrate fibres, cleaning clothes and removing 
stains in the process.  Parts (b, c and d) were answered well by the majority of 
candidates.   Some candidates failed to state the importance of using water softener 
(e) with the result of getting part (f) wrong.  The majority of candidates of Paper A 
answered parts (g, h, i and j) correctly, an exception being the interpretation of the 
washing symbol of parts (i – ii).   Candidates of Paper B did well in various parts of 
the question.  Some candidates incorrectly answered part (a iii), as they did not read 
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the label well. While the majority incorrectly answered the part related to hard water 
(a iv), most candidates answered correctly the parts related to fabric conditioners and 
interpretation of the washing symbols (a v and vi).  The rest of the questions of part 
(a) and part (b) were answered correctly by most.  This part of the syllabus, i.e., Care 
of household textiles and personal items, including textile care labelling has equal 
importance as any other topic in the Home Economics SEC Syllabus (2006-2007) and 
therefore should be covered by all candidates sitting for this examination.   
 
Question 7   
This question was related to kitchen planning. A large number of candidates of both 
Paper A and Paper B answered parts (a, b and c) correctly.  While a large number of 
candidates showed good knowledge by indicating correct symbols and work triangle, 
others failed to give certain basic detail or were unable to sketch a kitchen layout 
using the correct symbols or lines.  Some common mistakes were placing main 
appliances of the work triangle far away from each other, cooker under window, and 
dishwasher very far away from sink.  Candidates were not heavily penalised for the 
above-mentioned mistakes but they need to be aware of the importance of  kitchen 
planning as nowadays families are opting for smaller living accommodation. Nearly 
all candidates of both papers answered parts (d and e) correctly. The parts of the 
question related to the refrigerator were not deemed difficult for the majority of 
candidates of Paper A and Paper B.  In part (f i) some candidates failed to specify the 
container to be used.  One must note that only few candidates of Paper A indicated 
that a trifle, the thawing of a chicken and cooked spaghetti must all be covered.  Most 
candidates of both Papers correctly answered the other parts of this question. 
 
Question 8 
Candidates of both papers generally answered correctly this question on 
environmental issues.  Few marks were lost for various parts of the question, often 
due to failure to understand the question well.  Almost all candidates of Paper A 
managed to name Malta’s landfill but failed to name the one in Gozo.  Part (b) was 
correctly answered by the majority, with some giving very interesting reasons for the 
closing down of these landfills. Most candidates failed to name a new landfill and to 
give one reason why these new landfills are different from the two landfills used in 
the past.  Part (c iii) was generally answered well.  Most candidates correctly 
answered the parts of the question regarding non-renewable energy.  Although not 
necessarily important to obtain full marks, some candidates even mentioned the exact 
amount of the subsidy and conditions that apply (part d i – iii). The majority of 
candidates gave valid answers for part (e), which referred to environment friendly 
alternatives when making use of transport, using water and doing the shopping,.  
Answers such as ‘using each others’ bath water’ and ‘do not go shopping’ were not 
accepted as correct.  When asked to define energy efficient accommodation part (f i) 
most candidates gave a good definition, often supported by examples.  Only few 
candidates failed to give a wrong definition.  The majority of candidates of Paper A 
answered parts (f ii- iii) correctly.  A large number of candidates of Paper B gave the 
correct meaning of landfill.  In part (a ii) many candidates described very well two 
problems which were caused by the Maghtab landfill.  Some even highlighted the 
detrimental effect on tourism.  Candidates did well in parts (b i, ii and  iii). Most 
candidates correctly answered parts (c i, ii and iii).  Only a few found it difficult to 
give the meaning of one type of energy. 
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Part 3:  Coursework 
This year, moderation of the candidates’ coursework was conducted in sixteen 
schools.  Nearly all schools presented their candidates’ work in an organised manner.  
However, the moderators were faced with some difficulties in certain schools due to 
lack of cooperation between the administrative staff and Home Economics teachers.  
The coursework component must include the portfolio, investigation and practical 
assignments including also a detailed breakdown of marks.   
 
3.1 The practical component 
Some schools did not present preparation sheets for this part of the examination.  
Only one average mark or two marks were presented.  This made the moderation of 
the practical component impossible.  Preparation and evaluation sheets should 
accompany the clear breakdown of marks of two practical assignments conducted 
under examination conditions during normal school hours. 
 
3.2 The Portfolio and Investigation 
As happened in the previous year, the level presented by various schools and teachers 
differed widely.  Some good work was given appropriate marks following the criteria 
given in the SEC Syllabus. However, others were marked rather superficially and 
candidates obtained excessively high marks for their efforts.  Students need to be 
guided about presenting work in a coherent and orderly manner.  This was sometimes 
evident among whole classes. In some cases, moderators had to mark the work anew 
as marks were not presented.  Moderators inform the school beforehand when they 
visit, so administration and teachers could prepare marks (including breakdown) of 
the whole coursework.  The students of all schools should have an equal opportunity 
to have their coursework moderated according to the Assessment Criteria of the SEC 
Syllabus (2006-7). 
 
Only a few private candidates presented all components of the Coursework.  Very 
often candidates were not aware that there was a practical component.  As no marks 
are awarded for the practical component, these candidates often fail to get Grade 5 or 
over.  Tutors supervising private candidates should be fully aware that the practical 
component is as important as the portfolio and the investigation. 
 
 
 
 
 
Chairperson 
Board of Examiners 
July 2006 
 
 
 
 
 


